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LegiTeam | Bulboaca & Asociații is looking for a senior lawyer (Litigations)

Bulboaca & Asociații is looking for a senior lawyer to join their Litigations team. 

Bulboaca & Asociatii has one of the most powerful brands in the Romanian legal market, with predominant

experience in financing & restructuring, mergers & acquisitions, insolvency & litigation and labour law. We are

involved in some of the most sensible and demanding transactions or matters, very often quite difficult to close or

to solve, whereby a staggering, passionate and a determined approach, alongside with specific legal and business

acumen plays a fundamental role. We counsel financial institutions, funds, companies, their senior management or

shareholders with respect to situations that are critical. When our clients are facing a major challenge, that is

beyond the usual thinking or unsolvable, our experience evidences that also in such situations  there are real

chances to make a deal or to solve a matter.        

Our distinctive approach is reflected in the way we are organised. We keep a ratio of associates to partners that is

well below that of other law firms in Romania. We are focused on transactions or matters that require the

involvement of the long tested sophisticated experience of our partners. Having as objective a high quality legal

advice, we select carefully the type of transactions or matters we get involved in. We work in teams whose

members are having the relevant expertise for the subject transactions or matters. Our selection, promotion and

award system is focused with priority on lawyers that are talented and are having entrepreneurial ingredients, that

support our clients in solving their sensible and critical needs.

Discover job openings and career opportunties at LegiTeam!

We expect that the new member for our team meets the following criteria:

→    has at least 5 years of experience in litigation.  Experience in consulting would be a plus

→    has a law degree from a reputable university; a Master’s degree is desirable, but not mandatory;

→    has been admitted to the Bucharest Bar;

→    has a strong academic track record and strong knowledge of Romanian civil law and company law;

→    has a good command of English (both written and spoken).

→    Is truly eager to passionately learn, construct and refine an outstanding long term career with us,

recompensated accordingly     

To this end, we offer:

►    a true professional, entrepreneurial driven development in a team  of outstanding, dedicated, experienced

lawyers and consultants,  recognised as such by international legal directories;

►    competitive compensation including annual (guaranteed) performance bonus and extra bonus for stellar

performance;

►    the opportunity to be part of a multidisciplinary team;

►    a friendly work atmosphere.

If you are interested in above, we would love to hear from you  by receiving your application: CV, cover

letter and a grades transcript  in English to adela.cristea @bulboaca.com.

All applications will be treated with utmost confidentiality.
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